So, it feels to be time to schedule a Gathering of interested persons in the Maha Siddha Alchemy at my
offices in Northridge, California Sat 21 Sept &/0r Sun 22 Sept at 1:00PM, Pot Luck again as most people
like this. Since some are more available on Saturday and others more available on Sunday we will be
Gathering both days so that as many people as possible can attend that want to attend.
This announcement is going out to everyone that has shown interest in the Maha Siddha Alchemy
including Navapashanam, Maha Siddha Herbs, Maha Siddha Basmams as well as the other Maha
Siddha Alchemical remedies throughout the US and abroad. You all are invited to pass this information
on to anyone you know that you feel would welcome the opportunity to participate either by coming to the
Gathering in Northridge California on Sat 21 Sept & Sun 22 Sept or through the web site
WWW.Discerning-Wisdom.Com I am also open to calls anytime 818-298-6100. Since that gathereing is
un organized it is unclear about how to put on the internet. Small groups of people huddle together
throughout the afternoon chatting, sharing experiences, eating together.
As always anyone that brings gallons of water can take home Navapashanam Elixir free for the asking.
So bring as much water as you can carry. You can give the Holy Navapashanam to any of your friends
that are open to receiving it. The suggestion is that you give anyone you give the Holy Navapashanam
Elixir to the introduction to setting their three Intentions; see attached for a sample Sankulpa. Writing your
own sankalpa/intention is always best.
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There is available Free for the asking: See shopping cart at WWW.Discerning-Wisdom.Com or come to
Northridge, California
Sapphire Basmam free for the asking (one per person)
Pearl Basmam free for the asking (one per person)
9 RED Maha Siddha Capsules of Herbs free for the asking (one per person with each Basmam so with
the Sapphire Basmam 9 REDs are available and the same with the Pearl Basmam 9 Reds)
9 Packets of powder from Sri La Sri Maha Ananda Siddha for ‘Dis-Ease’ – taken in a teaspoon of honey
for 9 days- free for the asking (one per person)
There are a few Addiction remedies left- Free for the asking: This alchemy has been used for sugar
addiction, tobacco addiction, Marijuana addiction, Sex Addiction (one per person)
Navapashanam Elixir-Free for the asking (unlimited)
There is also available for a modest price: See shopping cart at WWW.Discerning-Wisdom.Com or come
to Northridge
ONE Ormus Navapashanam Elixir – White, Pink, Chocolate & now Rainbow (which is Pink-WhiteChocolate all together: 1.4Oz, 2.8Oz, 4.7Oz, 10.2Oz, 1.7Lbs- sufficient quantities are available
for commercial application, life food, cosmetics etc.
ONE CSLF Ormus Navapashanam Elixir Colloidal Silver Life Force
Agni Oil – used on the upper chakras
‘I’ Oil – painted on the body from toes to crown front and back before meditation

There is indications that Papa Bogar is releasing in some time to us in the West:
Electro-Magnetic Shielding- in the form of a plastic card containing Basmams
Emerald Basmam
Ruby Basmam
New Metal that work to bring the 5 elements in the body into a dynamic balance. When the new metal
arrives there will be Gemstone Talisman set in the New Metal Available. Wow!!
5. Soooo much more is felt to be coming to us it is barely believable!!
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A growing number of participants in the Maha Siddha Alchemy are experiencing in the dream time and or
in meditation the Siddhas giving them Alchemy. It is felt by us that have had this experience that taking
the Alchemy on the Inner Realms is JUST as potent as taking the Alchemy on the Outer Realm.
So, set you intentions
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Is the Path of Liberation through Acts of Worship of G-d as a Servant
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Is a Path of Liberation by Acts of Intimate Service to God as a Good Son/Daughter
Is the Path of Worship of Spirit as a Friend through Contemplation and Meditation
Is the Path of Libreation becoming One with G-d/God/Spirit/Consciousness
Warmly,
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